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Abstract. The goal of the EVER project (Extraction and Processing of Procedural Experience Knowledge in Workflows), funded by the German Research Foundation, is to investigate new methods in Process-Oriented Case-Based Reasoning and related fields for extracting, representing, and processing procedural experiential knowledge in Internet communities. This paper summarizes the main achievements of the first funding period of this project. The main research addressed the extraction of workflows from textual sources in Internet Communities, the similarity-based retrieval of workflows for a particular goal of a user, and the automatic adaptation of retrieved workflows.

1 Introduction

Today’s Social Web allows people in a community of practice to post their own experiences in a diversity of content repositories such as blogs, forums, or Q&A websites [22]. However, today there is no automated support for reusing these rich collections of personal experience. Current search functions available merely consider experience as text to be indexed as any other text and searched as any other document. The objective of the EVER project (Extraction and Processing of Procedural Experience Knowledge in Workflows) is the analysis, the development, and the experimental application and evaluation of new knowledge-based methods, particularly from process-oriented case-based reasoning (POCBR) [7,8,13], information extraction, and machine learning.

The EVER project is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) and led by the Universities of Trier and Frankfurt. During the first funding period from 2011 – 2016, the project focused on the reuse of procedural experiences published by private people in Internet Communities such as cooking web sites. In this regard, it was investigated whether workflow technology and POCBR can help to analyze and reuse
procedural experiential knowledge from these Internet communities. In the course of
this project, several significant contributions to POCBR research have been made, par-
ticular in the fields of workflow extraction from text, workflow retrieval, and workflow
adaptation. The methods have been consistently evaluated in the domain of cooking
recipes. This paper presents a summary of those achievements and shows, how they are
connected to draw an overall picture of POCBR.

2 Architecture for POCBR

The overall architecture of our POCBR approach in the EVER project is illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, procedural experience is gathered from Internet communities (or alter-
natively from repositories of workflows in the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) format) and stored in a suitable representation. More precisely, a case-base of
semantic workflows is constructed by extracting workflows from textual sources. The
workflows in this repository can be reused, i.e., for a particular problem situation a
suitable process represented as workflow can be suggested. This is primarily achieved
by retrieving the best matching workflow from the repository. If required, the work-
flow is automatically adapted according to the requirements and restriction in the par-
ticular scenario. The required adaptation knowledge is automatically learned from the
case-base. In addition to these steps (which basically correspond to the phases of the
R4-CBR cycle [1]) we also include specific methods for user interaction, enabling a
conversational POCBR approach [30]. In the following section, we will summarize our
research related to various components of the architecture.

Fig. 1. EVER architecture for POCBR.
3 Semantic Workflows as Case Representation

In order to formalize procedural experience, we employed *semantic workflows* as case representation. Broadly speaking, a workflow consists of a set of *activities* (also called *tasks*) combined with *control-flow structures* like sequences, parallel (AND) or alternative (XOR) branches, as well as repeated execution (LOOP). In addition, tasks consume and produce certain *data items*, or objects, depending on the workflow domain (e.g., ingredients in the cooking domain). Tasks, data items, and relationships between the two form the *dataflow*. For the given application domain, a cooking workflow describes the preparation steps required and ingredients used in order to prepare a particular dish. Here, the tasks represent the cooking steps and the data items refer to the ingredients being processed by the cooking steps. An example cooking workflow for a sandwich recipe is illustrated in Fig. 2.

As a basis for the project, we developed a graph-based representation of semantic workflows that further enables to compute similarities between two workflows [2]. In a semantic workflow the individual workflow elements are annotated with ontological information. In particular, tasks and data nodes are linked into domain-specific task and data ontology and can be further specified by properties, e.g. to represent context factors or resources. In the cooking domain a taxonomy of cooking ingredients and cooking steps is consequently constructed. Within the developed POCBR system CAKE ontologies are represented in an object-oriented fashion while a (partial) transformation into OWL has been developed.

4 Automatic Workflow Extraction from Text

Prior to reasoning with procedural knowledge, the available experience is transformed into a suitable and formal process representation. More precisely, we developed a novel framework for automated workflow extraction [23], which transforms textual descriptions of processes into semantic workflows. Here, from the textual description the
preparation step (saute) and the ingredients consumed (onion, green pepper) are identified and transformed into a workflow fragment. A stepwise extraction of the entire process description thereby constructs a complete workflow.

The developed extraction methods are able to identify the activities of the process [27], organizing them in a control flow [24], and enriching the control flow by data flow information [26]. For the latter, we additionally investigated an alternative approach to complete missing data-flow information [21] by learning completion operators from a set of revised workflows within the repository. The framework implements a pipe-and-filters architecture. Different extraction steps can be implemented as independent components (filters), which can be composed to an extraction sequence (pipe). Consequently, this allows the flexible reuse and exchange of filters. For the basic linguistic analysis of the textual descriptions, methods from natural language processing have been applied. We used the developed framework to extract a repository of cooking workflows from 35,000 online recipes. The source code of the workflow extraction framework as well as the repository are available for download under open source licenses [1]

5 Similarity-based Workflow Retrieval

For reusing the extracted procedural experiences, the workflow repository is searched for the best matching workflow using similarity-based retrieval methods. In order to capture the scenario or problem situation, a specific workflow query language POQL [20] was developed. The query may include single workflow elements as well as entire workflow fragments (e.g., sub-workflows), which are either marked as desired or undesired. Furthermore, also generalized workflow elements such as generalized tasks and generalized data items can be specified.

POQL can then be used to trigger a similarity-based retrieval for the workflow best matching the requirements and restrictions defined, for which several methods have been developed. Most basically, we developed a semantic similarity measure for semantic workflows [2] which is based on a workflow ontology. The semantic similarity of workflows is defined as an optimization problem for the mapping of workflow elements from the query to the mostly similar elements of case workflow. Various search algorithms and respective heuristics have been developed to efficiently compute this similarity [2]. As an alternative approach to the developed semantic similarity measures, we investigated similarity measures based on the trace index of a workflow [25]. A trace index is created by analyzing all potential execution traces. Similarity of workflows is then computed by comparing the trace indices of workflows.

Moreover, several methods have been developed aiming at improving the efficiency of similarity search within the repository, which is particularly important when the workflow repository grows. For this purpose, a two-level retrieval method has been developed [6]. Additionally, we investigated new methods for workflow clustering based on the developed semantic similarity measures [4]. In particular, we developed various algorithms that explore this cluster structure as an index structure for retrieval [14].
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Automatic Workflow Adaptation

We aim at supporting the users in situations in which the best matching workflow from the case base does not sufficiently fulfill the query. This requires that the workflow is automatically adapted according to the given restrictions and requirements, i.e., workflow elements or fragments are added or deleted according to the particular needs.

For that purpose, we developed several workflow adaptation methods. Since such adaptation methods usually require a significant amount of domain-specific adaptation knowledge, we additionally developed new methods that allow to automatically learn the required adaptation knowledge from the workflow repository. Hence, we distinguish between a learning phase of adaptation knowledge and a problem solving phase in which for a given query the best matching workflow is adapted such that it matches the particular problem scenario at best (see Fig. 3). The developed adaptation methods can mostly be classified into transformational adaptation, compositional adaptation and adaptation by generalization [9].

More precisely, we developed two transformational adaptation methods, which differ in the representation of the adaptation knowledge. In both approaches, adaptation of workflow cases is performed by chaining several transformation steps $w \xrightarrow{\alpha_1} w_1 \xrightarrow{\alpha_2} \ldots \xrightarrow{\alpha_n} w_n = w'$ which iteratively transform the retrieved workflow $w$ towards the adapted workflow $w'$. This process is a search process with the goal to achieve an adapted workflow which is as similar as possible to the query. Thus adaptation is considered an optimization problem. In case-based adaptation [10] the individual transformation steps are represented as so called adaptation cases which are learned automatically from the workflow repository [12]. An adaptation case represents a particular previous adaptation scenario by capturing the information about how to transform a particular

Fig. 3. Integration of adaptation approaches.
origin workflow to a corresponding goal workflow. It can be applied if it matches at a certain position within the workflow to be adapted. The operator-based adaptation [19] represents the individual transformation steps as so-called workflow adaptation operators. They are denoted in a STRIPS-like manner, i.e., by specifying a fraction of the workflow to be deleted and a fraction to be added to the workflow. A learning algorithm was also developed that allows to automatically acquire adaptation operators from pairs of similar cases from the workflow repository.

In addition, we developed a method for compositional and hierarchical adaptation. It is based on the idea that each workflow can be decomposed into meaningful sub-workflows called workflow streams [16]. Such workflow streams can be automatically discovered from the workflow repository. Workflow streams represent valuable adaptation knowledge which is used as “chunks” that can be inserted or used as replacement during compositional adaptation. Compositional adaptation is also implemented as a search process, but it replaces larger portions of a workflow than the transformational adaptation approaches. In addition, workflow streams provide a means for abstraction. An abstracted workflow is a structurally simplified workflow, i.e., containing fewer nodes or edges. Abstraction is achieved by replacing each discovered workflow stream in a case by a single abstract task. As further background knowledge for abstraction, domain-specific abstraction rules have been introduced, describing how to map a sub-workflow to a domain-specific abstract task linked with an appropriate semantic description from the domain ontology. The abstraction rules consist of elementary abstractions such as sequential abstraction, block abstraction, and elimination. Abstraction can be performed hierarchically, i.e., a rule can abstract also non-primitive tasks. During problem solving, abstract cases (which are also stored in the workflow repository) can be retrieved and reused by refining the occurring abstract tasks, e.g. by using workflow streams as refinement operators, best suited to the current query.

Finally, generalization and specialization was investigated as a third adaptation approach [18]. A generalized workflow is structurally identical to the base workflow but the semantic descriptions of task and data items are generalized. We generalize a workflow by considering a set of similar workflows as training samples and employ the ontology as generalization hierarchy from which generalized semantic descriptions are selected. The computed generalized cases are added to the workflow repository. During problem solving, adaptation is performed by specializing a previously generalized workflow in a manner, best suited to the current query.

The adaptation methods just described have also been integrated [17] as shown in Fig. 3. In particular adaptation cases and adaptation operators can be learned not only from the available concrete-level cases, but also from cases resulting from abstraction or generalization. Also, case generalization can be performed on top of abstraction. As a consequence, a large spectrum of possible ways arise for learning adaptation knowledge. As a result of the integrated learning process, the workflow repository \( R \) consists of four type of cases: 1. the available concrete cases, 2. generalized cases, 3. abstracted cases, and 4. generalized abstract cases. The adaptation knowledge \( A \) consists of adaptation operators, adaptation cases, and streams. During problem solving, i.e., when a new workflow for a given new query must be determined, the most similar (generalized/abstract) workflow from the workflow repository \( R \) is retrieved. Then, during
adaptation the available adaptation knowledge from $A$ is applied in a local search process in order to achieve an adapted workflow which is most similar to the query.

The availability of the previously introduced adaptation methods changes the utility of the workflows stored within the repository. A workflow with a lower similarity value during retrieval might more likely be adaptable to the particular problem situation. Hence, we developed a novel approach for the adaptation-guided retrieval of workflows [5], aiming at identifying the workflow which can at best be adapted to the particular situation during retrieval. The approach basically assesses the adaptability of the workflows by performing several example adaptations.

7 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

The approaches developed throughout the whole project have been continuously integrated in a prototype system called CookingCAKE for participation in the Computer Cooking Contest in 2011 [29], 2012 [3], 2014 [15,28] and 2015 [17]. Using the previously sketched retrieval and adaptation methods, CookingCAKE demonstrates the generation of sandwich recipes considering ingredients and preparation steps that are desired or undesired. A large number of experimental evaluations have been performed which are reported in the papers describing the individual methods. In the following, we show some preliminary experimental results of a preparatory study we performed in the process of the preparation of a more comprehensive systematic trial. In this experiment we used a case-base of 60 extracted pasta recipe workflows that have been further improved manually. In a study with human users of CookingCAKE we elaborated 16 realistic queries representing the user’s desires for cooking. CookingCAKE was used in various conditions (pure retrieval, use of all adaptation methods in isolation, and the combined adaptation approach) to produce the desired recipe workflow. We compared the system (see Fig. [3] in the various conditions a) by assessing the similarity of the resulting solution workflow to the query and b) by asking the users to assess query fulfillment and quality of the resulting recipes on a 5-point Likert scale. The indicated values for workflow quality and query fulfillment are the difference resulting from adaptation, compared to pure retrieval, thus indicating the impact of adaptation. These initial results indicate that the adaptation methods improve the workflow w.r.t. the degree to which the requirements in the query are fulfilled. On the other hand, workflow quality is decreased to a certain degree. Overall, the combined approach performs best and in particular only leads to a minimal reduction of the quality. These results look promising, but a final assessment and a clear view of the various benefits and shortcomings of the methods can only become substantiated after the final trial is completed.

8 Future Work

The EVER project is currently in its second funding phase (2017 – 2020). During this phase, we aim at working on four novel issues.

---
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Adaptation Quality: While in our previous research, we developed methods that enable the automatic adaptation of workflows by using adaptation knowledge automatically acquired by machine learning methods from workflow repositories, the quality of the adapted workflows is difficult to control. Therefore, we aim at investigating new methods for assessing the quality of automatically adapted workflows as well as methods to assess the impact of each piece of learned adaptation knowledge on the resulting workflow quality. This allows to better control which adaptation knowledge to retain and which to discard.

Interactivity: The retrieval and adaptation methods developed so far are fully automatic, i.e., they adapted a retrieved workflow according to a specified change request (or goal) without further user interaction. However, specifying a workflow goal or even a change request for an existing workflow in sufficient detail turned out to be quite difficult. Therefore, we aim at developing new methods for conversational POCBR [30] that enable fully interactive problem solving involving retrieval and adaptation of workflows.

Transfer Learning: The adaptation methods investigated so far require existing procedural knowledge of significant volume in order to learn enough adaptation knowledge. This makes it difficult to address small or newly emerging domains in which procedural knowledge is still sparse. Therefore, we aim at investigating whether transfer learning methods can be used to improve learning of adaptation knowledge by transferring knowledge from a different, but related domain with substantial procedural knowledge [11].

Exploring New Application Domains: So far, we demonstrated our methods primarily in the domain of cooking workflows. In the second funding period, we aim at broadening the experimental basis for the whole project by exploring workflow and business process model repositories available in existing repository collections. Furthermore, we will explore the field of scientific text mining workflows in more detail.
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